FROM the ARCHIVES

From Impression To Finished Dies In Less Than 6 Minutes.
Just express this super-fast-setting die material from your impression gun for
chairside fabrication of inlays
From Nelson Gendusa, D.D.S.
As soon as you’ve poured the dies, you
create the model-base using Super-Fast
Blu-Mousse. That’s all there is to it. Two
minutes later you’re ready to remove the
finished model and separate the die.
And what a die it is!
Take your models out of the stone age

This model took exactly 5 minutes, 45 seconds
to produce, from the end of impression procedure to the beginning of inlay fabrication. Now
in a single appointment, you can give your
patients a precision indirect resin inlay/onlay
... and cement it while they’re still numb from
tooth preparation.

M

ach-2 Die Silicone gives you
top-quality working dies in just
minutes ... for one-appointment
indirect composite inlays ... for chairside
denture repairs ... for fast resin veneers
or temporaries.
Using a conventional impression gun,
you simply inject this unique, flowable
silicone directly from the automix cartridge into an alginate impression. There’s
no mixing. It’s highly fluid (roughly the
consistency of warm syrup), so it flows
beautifully, capturing every minute detail.

Mach-2 silicone is hard and about the
same color as stone. But with just the
slightest flexibility. So composite
inlays release easily... even from
minor undercuts.
It flows better than stone. It creates a
smoother die than most stones. And it’s
more rugged. It won’t chip, abrade, or
crack like stone. You trim the Mach-2 die
using a common razor blade. No burs.
No dust.
The Mach-2 die sets to an opaque, highlyreflective color. So when you direct your
curing gun at an inlay’s occlusal surface,
the transmitted light bounces off the walls
and floor to promote polymerization from
all directions.
By the way, the Mach-2 die resists fairly
high-temperatures. So if you’re a fan of
heat-tempering to create the best possible physical properties, you can pop the

composite restorations into a toaster oven
at 250°F for ten minutes while they’re still
sitting on the dies! (When you’re restoring
several teeth, it’s a lot easier to keep track
of which restoration goes where, when
they’re mounted on the dies.)
Since it takes a lot longer to read about the
Mach-2 technique than to actually make a
model, we’ve indicated the elapsed time at
each step.
How to fabricate a composite inlay using
the Mach-2 die system.
1) After preparing the tooth, take a traditional alginate quadrant impression.
Nothing special.
2) Create the model. To allow extrusion
directly into the deepest part of the
prep, snap a small-diameter intraoral
tip into the mixing tip. Using a standard
impression gun, extrude the Mach-2
silicone ... first, into the teeth being
restored ... then into the other
teeth (Fig. 1).
3) Create the base. There is no need to allow the die material to set. Again using
your cartridge gun, express a layer of
Blu-Mousse Super-Fast onto the Mach2 material (Fig. 2).
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4) Fill a plastic base-former with BluMousse (Fig. 3) ... and seat the impression immediately (Fig. 4).
5) After 120 seconds, remove the impression and base-former (Fig. 5). If necessary, before removing the baseformer
use an Exacto-knife® or single-sided
razor-blade to trim off the
excess Blu-Mousse.
6) Cut the dies with a razor blade (Fig. 6).
First slice 2/3rds of the way through the
model. Then snap the Blu- Mousse base
to separate (Fig. 7). If die-trimming is
required for easy access to the margins,
use a conventional blade.
7) Build the restoration. Place your composite directly against the die (Fig. 8).
No need to prelubricate.

Why Indirect
Composite Inlays?

Clearly some restorations scream
for direct composite ... particularly
anteriors and most class V’s.
But for load-bearing occlusal surfaces, the indirect composite resin
inlay/onlay provides an exceptionally
accurate, wear-resistant restoration
that isn’t used enough.
• Improved wear-resistance. Indirect
inlays light-cure from all sides (not
just the surface), so you achieve a
much higher degree of monomer
conversion. This means a harder,
more wear-resistant surface. For the
best possible properties, you can
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Unlike traditional direct composites, you
don’t have to build indirect restorations
in thin incremental layers. However,
incremental buildup remains the best
way to ensure thorough polymerization.
When restorations are placed intraorally,
composite shrinkage is your enemy. It
tends to pull the restoration away from the
tooth, breaking the bond, allowing leakage
and post operative sensitivity. But for
indirect restorations like this, shrinkage
is an ally, because it creates space for the
resin luting cement.
8.) First, cure the restoration on the die.
Curing a restoration extraorally allows
easier access to interproximal areas.
But other than that, the cure is very
much like that for a direct composite.
The die provides a highly-reflective,
light-colored surface that promotes
internal polymerization.

super-polymerize an indirect inlay
after light curing by popping it into
an oven for a few minutes. (This
can be awkward if working directly
in the oral cavity.)
•B
 etter contacts. Since you’re working on a removable die, you can
intentionally overbuild the contacts
and then finish them back into
contour. (This is precisely what a
good lab technician does when
he/she polishes a cast crown.)
	Or alternatively, you can cure the
restoration directly against the
proximal tooth. Since composite
won’t stick to the Mach-2 silicone,
the restoration will separate easily
after curing.
•B
 etter occlusal anatomy. It’s easier
to produce top-quality anatomy
when you’re working on a die.
• F ewer problems with polymerization shrinkage. Shrinkage still occurs
in the indirect technique, of course.
But it occurs on the die... not in the

9.) (optional) Super-cure the restoration
by light-curing in your hand or in an
oven. Some clinicians recommend
heat- tempering to improve even
further the polymerization conversion. If you’re a fan of heat tempering,
simply place the restoration (on or
off the die) into a toaster oven for 10
minutes at 250°F. Note: Do not put the
base-former into the oven. The lowtemperature plastic will melt and make
a disgusting, odoriferous mess.
10.) Cement the restoration. After
confirming the fit intraorally, wash
and dry the restoration. Blast the
cavo-surfaces of the composite (The
Micro-Etcher works beautifully for
this application). Then bond it in
place using a good dentin bonding
agent (Amalgambond is terrific for
this application!), followed by a
filled resin-based cement in a
compatible shade.

Try Mach-2 risk-free

Mach-2 die silicone comes with a onemonth trial. If after you try it, you decide
it’s not what your’re looking for, simply
call us within a month. We’ll have whatever remains of the material picked up at
our expense, and you won’t have to pay
the invoice.

mouth. When you cement
the inlay, your resin luting agent
compensates for this shrinkage.
As a result, margins fit better
and show less leakage. And
you hear fewer complaints of
post-operative sensitivity.
• Indirect composite may actually
be faster for multiple units than
traditional direct technique. Once
you get the hang of it, the indirect
approach is ideal for quadrant
restorations. You and your assistant
can set up a mini production line.
In fact, after a little coaching, a
good assistant can make the models, cut the dies ... even fabricate
the indirect inlays.
• More productive use of chairtime.
The indirect composite inlay is a
better restoration, so it commands
a higher fee. True, some insurance
programs do not yet cover the
technique. But the ADA recently
assigned new insurance codes to
permit submission.
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